File S1 Conditional posterior densities of the dnIGE model parameters Using the joint posterior distribution of the dnIGE model parameters, it can be found that the conditional posterior distributions of the variances are σ 2 S,g |· ∼ IG S/2 + α S,g ,
Therefore samples from the conditional posteriors of the variances can be obtained by applying the Gibbs sampling algorithm. This algorithm can also be used to sample from the conditional posterior distribution of β, which is a gamma distribution such that
In the conditional posterior of the susceptibility additive genetic effect of each sire i, the log-likelihood was evaluated only for the offspring of i which are not index cases. These animals are represented by the set l g,i = {j : h j = 1 ∩ s(j) = i}. Hence, the log-conditional Anacleto et al.
posterior of a g,i , i = 1, . . . , S, is, log(p(a g,i |·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(a g |σ 2 A,g )) (6)
Additionally, in the conditional posterior of the infectivity additive genetic effect of each sire i, the log-likelihood is evaluated for each animal j that has a group mate who is an offspring of sire i and infected before j. These animals are represented by the set
Hence the log-conditional posterior of a f,i , i = 1, . . . , S is,
Since equations (6) and (7) is not an index case is log(p(e g,j |·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(e g,j |σ 2 E,g )) (8)
where δ j = 1 if animal j was observed as infected during the observation period and δ j = 0 otherwise.
In the conditional posterior of the infectivity environmental effect of each infected animal j, the log-likelihood is evaluated for its group mates who were infected after j, as individuals 
